Party Doesn’t Fear Royal Commission

WHILE not fearing an inquiry into its policies and activities, the Communist Party clearly states that Holtway’s Royal Commission is nothing but a mask to hide his Government’s cheat-the-people-record and to divert attention from war preparations.

The Communist Party welcomes Mr. Holtway’s Royal Commission as an opportunity to free up police work, and as any other, which are not in the public interest. The party believes that this Royal Commission is no more than a mask to cover the Government’s cheat-the-people-record and to divert attention from war preparations.
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Innocent Men Treated As Criminals

ALTHOUGH innocent, Mr. Saidlowski had to spend five years in prison as a result of an unfair court decision. The Communist Party believes that the Government should be held responsible for the treatment of innocent people. The party calls for an inquiry into the Government’s actions and for the release of all innocent prisoners.